SARASOTA COUNTY, FLORIDA

MONTHLY INVESTMENT REPORT
Prepared by Karen E. Rushing, Clerk of the Circuit Court and County Comptroller

September 2020

Summary of Investment Strategy: At its September meeting, the Federal Reserve reiterated its plea for another round of stimulus spending from
the Federal Government to stave off a drop in economic momentum. Democrats and Republicans have yet to find the common ground necessary
to agree to any additional spending. Despite the fact that employment levels have improved, the recovery appears to have already lost some
upward momentum in recent weeks as the first stimulus package runs out. Growth in retail spending has declined recently and consumer
confidence has weakened. Federal Reserve officials hope that their new stance on inflation combined with more aggressive action on the fiscal
side will deliver faster inflation gains. Something the Fed has struggled to achieve in the past. September portfolio investment activity consisted of
$9.9mm in return of mortgage principle, $50mm in security redemptions and $80mm in new purchases which took advantage of the additional yield
offered by individual agency securities over the Local Government Investment Pools.

KEY ECONOMIC INDICATORS








ISM Manufacturing came in at 56.0 in August, above expectations of 54.8.
Non-Farm Payrolls rose by 1.37 million in August which was slightly better than expectations of a 1.35 million increase.
Average hourly earnings were up 4.7% in August. This was better than expectations of a 4.5% increase.
Producer prices ex-food and energy, year over year rose 0.6% in August which was better than expectations of a 0.3% increase.
Retail sales ex auto and gas rose 0.7% in August which was below expectations of a 0.9% increase.
Existing home sales rose by 2.4% in August. This was in line with expectations.
ISM Services Index was slightly below expectations in August, coming in at 56.9 versus expectations of 57.

NEWS and EVENTS
 The Federal Reserve pledged to support the economic recovery by setting a higher bar to raise interest rates and signaling the economy
wasn’t likely to upend its projections for at least three more years.
 Deaths in the U.S. attributed to the Coronavirus neared 200,000 amid worries that the country was heading for another wave of infections.
 U.S. consumers increased retail spending in August for the fourth straight month but at a slower pace than earlier in the summer.
 The mortgage market recorded its best quarter in years this spring, reflecting how the housing market is booming even as much of the
economy stumbles.
 Fed Chairman Powell said the economic response to the pandemic alleviated the fallout but suggested Congress would likely need to spend
more.

PORTFOLIO COMPOSITION

YIELD COMPARISON

PORTFOLIO STATISTICS

April
Portfolio at Cost
Plus Cash

$1,062,278,960

May

June

$1,058,168,026

July

$1,025,185,947

$1,038,379,633

August
$1,018,233,477

September
$963,312,066

Yield to Worst
with cash

0.77%

0.70%

0.62%

0.54%

0.52%

0.49%

Yield to Worst
without cash

0.78%

0.72%

0.62%

0.54%

0.52%

0.49%

$ 1,260,802

$ 965,152

$ 1,736,043

$ 1,210,169

$ 1,029,504

$ 1,290,129

Interest Received
(Cash Basis)
Interest Received
Fiscal Year to
Date

$ 17,875,338

Portfolio at cost represents unamortized book value

SHOCK ANALYSIS
The portfolio shock analysis is a proactive risk management tool, utilized to evaluate how Sarasota County’s current portfolio would react to certain defined interest rate scenarios. This
tool enables us to monitor the county’s interest rate risk exposure to ensure it is aligned with the requirements of the investment policy. The table below presents the base scenario on how the
portfolio is performing in the current interest rate
Down
Down
Up
Up
Base
50 Basis Points
25 Basis Points
25 Basis Points
50 Basis Points
Book Value plus
cash

$963,312,066

$963,312,066

$963,312,066

$963,312,066

$963,312,066

Market Value

$986,084,443

$980,247,777

$977,266,045

$975,563,623

$973,861,201

$8,818,399

$2,981,733

$0

-$1,702,422

-$3,404,844

$22,772,377

$16,935,711

$13,953,978

$12,251,557

$10,549,135

Market price

$102.33

$101.70

$101.37

$101.19

$101.01

Yield to Worst

0.14

0.32

0.49

0.67

0.85

WAL

1.84

2.02

2.21

2.39

2.56

Effective Duration

1.29

1.35

1.41

1.49

1.57

Change in Market
Value
Gain/(loss) BV
unrealized

CASH FLOW FORECAST
The cash flow forecast chart is a graphical representation of the annual projected cash flows of the County’s investment portfolio resulting from
expected investment maturities, calls and mortgage prepayments. Policy guidelines allow for adjustable mortgages that have longer maturities
since the coupon changes based on interest rate movements. This management tool is utilized to evaluate portfolio liquidity, to make sure there is
sufficient cash on hand to meet day-to-day expenses, and optimize reinvestment of excess funds.
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SARASOTA COUNTY, FLORIDA

MONTHLY INVESTMENT REPORT
Prepared by Karen E. Rushing, Clerk of the Circuit Court and County Comptroller

August 2020

Summary of Investment Strategy: Federal Reserve Chairman Powell used his Jackson Hole speech to outline the Fed’s new inflation averaging
policy. This policy allows for the Fed to let inflation run above its 2% target, as the economy recovers, so as not to slow down any economic
momentum by raising interest rates too quickly. The new inflation averaging strategy seems to indicate that we will likely see interest rates remain
at or near historically low levels for longer than previously forecast. Recently, several Fed Governors have expressed their frustration with
Washington and the roll out of further targeted stimulus as a way to boost economic growth. The consensus is that monetary policy alone will be
insufficient to ultimately boost growth and that fiscal policy must also be used. August portfolio investment activity consisted of $10.4mm in return of
mortgage principle, $10mm in security redemptions and $79mm in new purchases which took advantage of the additional yield offered by individual
agency securities over the Local Government Investment Pools.

KEY ECONOMIC INDICATORS








ISM Manufacturing came in at 54.2 in July, above expectations of 53.6.
Non-Farm Payrolls rose by 1.7 million in July which was much better than expectations of a 1.4 million increase.
Average hourly earnings were up 4.8% in July. This was better than expectations of a 4.2% increase.
Producer prices ex-food and energy, year over year rose 0.3% in July which was better than expectations of no increase.
Retail sales ex auto and gas rose 1.5% in July which was better than expectations of a 1% increase.
Existing home sales rose by 24.7% in July. This was way above expectations of a 14.6% increase.
ISM Services Index beat expectations in July, coming in at 58.1 versus expectations of 55.

NEWS and EVENTS
 The Fed approved a major shift in how it sets interest rates by dropping its practice of pre-emptively lifting them to head off higher inflation, a
move likely to leave borrowing costs in the U.S. very low for a long time.
 The Federal deficit more than tripled in the first 10 months of the fiscal year, as spending to combat the coronavirus continued to outpace tax
collection.
 Home sales surged in July, signaling how much the pandemic is reshaping where and how Americans want to live during a period of social
distancing and working from home.
 New coronavirus cases in the U.S. hit a monthly record in July as a White House coordinator said the pandemic is more pervasive than at any
other time.

PORTFOLIO COMPOSITION

YIELD COMPARISON

PORTFOLIO STATISTICS

March
Portfolio at Cost
Plus Cash

$1,076,639,204

April

May

$1,062,278,960

June

$1,058,168,026

$1,025,185,947

July
$1,038,379,633

August
$1,018,233,477

Yield to Worst
with cash

1.15%

0.77%

0.70%

0.62%

0.54%

0.52%

Yield to Worst
without cash

1.14%

0.78%

0.72%

0.62%

0.54%

0.52%

$ 1,976,243

$ 1,260,802

$ 965,152

$ 1,736,043

$ 1,210,169

$ 1,029,504

Interest Received
(Cash Basis)
Interest Received
Fiscal Year to
Date

$ 16,585209

Portfolio at cost represents unamortized book value

SHOCK ANALYSIS
The portfolio shock analysis is a proactive risk management tool, utilized to evaluate how Sarasota County’s current portfolio would react to certain defined interest rate scenarios. This
tool enables us to monitor the county’s interest rate risk exposure to ensure it is aligned with the requirements of the investment policy. The table below presents the base scenario on how the
portfolio is performing in the current interest rate
Down
50 Basis Points

Down
25 Basis Points

Base

Up
25 Basis Points

Up
50 Basis Points

Book Value plus
cash

$1,018,233,477

$1,018,233,477

$1,018,233,477

$1,018,233,477

$1,018,233,477

Market Value

$1,037,750,652

$1,035,214,780

$1,032,595,642

$1,029,534,010

$1,026,117,213

$5,155,010

$2,619,138

$0

-$3,061,633

-$6,478,430

$19,517,176

$16,981,303

$14,362,166

$11,300,533

$7,883,736

Market price

$101.86

$101.60

$101.33

$101.03

$100.69

Yield to Worst

0.19

0.35

0.52

0.68

0.85

WAL

1.66

1.83

1.99

2.24

2.49

Effective Duration

1.12

1.17

1.24

1.32

1.41

Change in Market
Value
Gain/(loss) BV
unrealized

CASH FLOW FORECAST
The cash flow forecast chart is a graphical representation of the annual projected cash flows of the County’s investment portfolio resulting from
expected investment maturities, calls and mortgage prepayments. Policy guidelines allow for adjustable mortgages that have longer maturities
since the coupon changes based on interest rate movements. This management tool is utilized to evaluate portfolio liquidity, to make sure there is
sufficient cash on hand to meet day-to-day expenses, and optimize reinvestment of excess funds.
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SARASOTA COUNTY, FLORIDA

MONTHLY INVESTMENT REPORT
Prepared by Karen E. Rushing, Clerk of the Circuit Court and County Comptroller

July 2020

Summary of Investment Strategy: Treasury yields continue to drift lower as the job market, as well as consumer spending, continue to rebound
from the depths of the second quarter. Following the Federal Reserve’s July meeting, Chairman Powell reiterated his commitment to support
markets through continued asset purchases and by providing short term liquidity to markets through the overnight repo market. On the fiscal side,
Washington as yet to agree on a fifth targeted stimulus package for the economy. Both Democrats and Republicans remain at odds over the size
as well as the make-up of the package, despite the fact that that they both would like to see an extension of the expanded unemployment benefits
from the first stimulus package. An agreement needs to be reached soon in order to maintain positive momentum of economic data. July portfolio
investment activity consisted of $11.3mm in return of mortgage principle, $80mm in security redemptions and $92mm in new purchases which took
advantage of the additional yield offered by individual agency securities over the Local Government Investment Pools.

KEY ECONOMIC INDICATORS








ISM Manufacturing came in at 52.6 in June, well above expectations of 49.8.
Non-Farm Payrolls rose by 4.8 million in June which was much better than expectations of a 3.2 million increase.
Average hourly earnings were up 5% in June. This was below expectations of a 5.3% increase.
Producer prices ex-food and energy, year over year rose 0.1% in June below expectations of a 0.4% increase.
Retail sales ex auto and gas rose 6.7% in June which was much better than expectations of a 5% increase.
Existing home sales rose by 20.7% in June. This was below expectations of a 21.4% increase.
ISM Services Index beat expectations in June, coming in at 57.1 versus expectations of 50.2.

NEWS and EVENTS
 The economy contracted at a record rate last quarter and July setbacks for the jobs market added to signs of a slowing recovery as the U.S.
faces a summer surge in coronavirus infections.
 The Fed’s Powell said U.S. economic recovery will depend to a large extent on efforts to check the coronavirus, as the central bank reiterated
its pledge to maintain aggressive support measures.
 The U.S. budget gap surpassed $3 trillion in the 12 months through June, putting the federal government on pace to register the largest annual
deficit as a share of the economy since World War II.
 New coronavirus cases continued to surge in the U.S. and other parts of the world as total global infections surpassed 16 million, North Korea
declared a Covid-19 emergency.

PORTFOLIO COMPOSITION

YIELD COMPARISON

PORTFOLIO STATISTICS

February
Portfolio at Cost
Plus Cash

$1,090,118,628

March

April

$1,076,639,204

May

$1,062,278,960

$1,058,168,026

June
$1,025,185,947

July
$1,038,379,633

Yield to Worst
with cash

1.61%

1.15%

0.77%

0.70%

0.62%

0.54%

Yield to Worst
without cash

1.60%

1.14%

0.78%

0.72%

0.62%

0.54%

$ 1,657,098

$ 1,976,243

$ 1,260,802

$ 965,152

$ 1,736,043

$ 1,210,169

Interest Received
(Cash Basis)
Interest Received
Fiscal Year to
Date

$ 15,555,705

Portfolio at cost represents unamortized book value

SHOCK ANALYSIS
The portfolio shock analysis is a proactive risk management tool, utilized to evaluate how Sarasota County’s current portfolio would react to certain defined interest rate
scenarios. This tool enables us to monitor the county’s interest rate risk exposure to ensure it is aligned with the requirements of the investment policy. The table below presents the
base scenario on how the portfolio is performing in the current interest rate
Down
50 Basis Points

Down
25 Basis Points

Base

Up
25 Basis Points

Up
50 Basis Points

Book Value plus
cash

$1,038,379,633

$1,038,379,633

$1,038,379,633

$1,038,379,633

$1,038,379,633

Market Value

$1,057,708,023

$1,055,591,867

$1,053,399,184

$1,050,929,935

$1,048,209,438

$4,308,839

$2,192,683

-$2,469,249

-$5,189,746

$19,328,390

$17,212,234

$15,019,551

$12,550,302

$9,829,805

Market price

$101.81

$101.59

$101.38

$101.13

$100.86

Yield to Worst

0.24

0.39

0.54

0.69

0.84

WAL

1.48

1.52

1.56

1.86

2.17

Effective Duration

0.93

0.97

1.01

1.08

1.15

Change in Market
Value
Gain/(loss) BV
unrealized

$0

CASH FLOW FORECAST
The cash flow forecast chart is a graphical representation of the annual projected cash flows of the County’s investment portfolio resulting from
expected investment maturities, calls and mortgage prepayments. Policy guidelines allow for adjustable mortgages that have longer maturities
since the coupon changes based on interest rate movements. This management tool is utilized to evaluate portfolio liquidity, to make sure there is
sufficient cash on hand to meet day-to-day expenses, and optimize reinvestment of excess funds.

Sarasota County Clerk of the Circuit Court and County Comptroller  Finance Department
1660 Ringling Boulevard, Sarasota, FL 34230  www.SarasotaClerk.com

SARASOTA COUNTY, FLORIDA

MONTHLY INVESTMENT REPORT
Prepared by Karen E. Rushing, Clerk of the Circuit Court and County Comptroller

June 2020

Summary of Investment Strategy: The dramatic amount of government spending in June, directed at combating the Coronavirus, led to a federal
budget deficit of $863 billion for the month. This amount is almost equal to the entire federal budget deficit for all of last year. This massive amount
of government spending illustrates the resources that the federal government has deployed in order to boost the U.S. economy. Phased reopening
of several states has resulted in a dramatic increase in new cases as many states, including Florida, reevaluate how to reopen their economies
without increasing the spread of the virus. Treasury yields remain historically low as the Federal Reserve reviews the remaining tools that they have
left to support markets. This includes yield curve control which involves targeted buying of U.S. Treasuries in order to further flatten the yield curve.
June investment activity consisted of $10.8mm in return of mortgage principle, $44mm in security redemptions and $40mm in new purchases which
took advantage of the additional yield offered by individual agency securities over the Local Government Investment Pools.

KEY ECONOMIC INDICATORS








ISM Manufacturing came in at 43.1 in May, slightly below expectations of 43.8.
Non-Farm Payrolls rose by 2.5 million in May which was much better than expectations of a 7.5 million decline.
Average hourly earnings were up 6.7% in May. This was below expectations of an 8.5% increase.
Producer prices ex-food and energy, year over year rose 0.3% in May below expectations of a 0.4% increase.
Retail sales ex auto and gas rose 12.4% in May which was much better than expectations of a 5.1% increase.
Existing home sales fell by 9.7% in May. This was below expectations of a 5.6% decline.
ISM Non-Manufacturing Index beat expectations in May, coming in at 45.4 versus expectations of 44.4.

NEWS and EVENTS
 The Fed said a prolonged economic downturn could saddle the biggest U.S. banks with up to $700 billion in losses on soured loans and
ordered them to cap dividends and suspend share buybacks to conserve funds.
 Coronavirus cases worldwide passed 10 million and deaths approached 500,000 as parts of the U.S. took steps to reverse reopening in
response to surging case numbers, especially among young people.
 The Fed’s Powell told a Senate panel that the economy faces potentially significant long-term damage from the pandemic despite recent signs
of a rebound.
 Federal Reserve officials signaled plans to keep interest rates near zero for years and said they were studying how to provide more support to
the battered U.S. economy.

PORTFOLIO COMPOSITION

YIELD COMPARISON

PORTFOLIO STATISTICS

January
Portfolio at Cost
Plus Cash

$1,098,306,023

February

March

$1,090,118,628

April

$1,076,639,204

$1,062,278,960

May
$1,058,168,026

June
$1,025,185,947

Yield to Worst
with cash

1.84%

1.61%

1.15%

0.77%

0.70%

0.62%

Yield to Worst
without cash

1.85%

1.60%

1.14%

0.78%

0.72%

0.62%

$ 1,713,978

$ 1,657,098

$ 1,976,243

$ 1,260,802

$ 965,152

$ 1,736,043

Interest Received
(Cash Basis)
Interest Received
Fiscal Year to
Date

$ 14,345,536

Portfolio at cost represents unamortized book value

SHOCK ANALYSIS
The portfolio shock analysis is a proactive risk management tool, utilized to evaluate how Sarasota County’s current portfolio would react to certain defined interest rate scenarios. This
tool enables us to monitor the county’s interest rate risk exposure to ensure it is aligned with the requirements of the investment policy. The table below presents the base scenario on how the
portfolio is performing in the current interest rate
Down
50 Basis Points

Down
25 Basis Points

Base

Up
25 Basis Points

Up
50 Basis Points

Book Value plus
cash

$1,025,185,947

$1,025,185,947

$1,025,185,947

$1,025,185,947

$1,025,185,947

Market Value

$1,044,355,377

$1,042,195,941

$1,040,021,442

$1,037,745,891

$1,035,370,745

Change in Market
Value

$4,333,936

$2,174,499

$0

-$2,275,551

-$4,650,697

Gain/(loss) BV
unrealized

$19,169,430

$17,009,993

$14,835,494

$12,559,944

$10,184,798

Market price

$101.81

$101.59

$101.37

$101.14

$100.91

Yield to Worst

0.32

0.47

0.62

0.77

0.92

WAL

1.38

1.42

1.46

1.63

1.80

Effective Duration

0.94

0.95

0.97

1.00

1.05

CASH FLOW FORECAST
The cash flow forecast chart is a graphical representation of the annual projected cash flows of the County’s investment portfolio resulting from
expected investment maturities, calls and mortgage prepayments. Policy guidelines allow for adjustable mortgages that have longer maturities
since the coupon changes based on interest rate movements. This management tool is utilized to evaluate portfolio liquidity, to make sure there is
sufficient cash on hand to meet day-to-day expenses, and optimize reinvestment of excess funds.

Sarasota County Clerk of the Circuit Court and County Comptroller  Finance Department
1660 Ringling Boulevard, Sarasota, FL 34230  www.SarasotaClerk.com

SARASOTA COUNTY, FLORIDA

MONTHLY INVESTMENT REPORT
Prepared by Karen E. Rushing, Clerk of the Circuit Court and County Comptroller

May 2020

Summary of Investment Strategy: The economic fallout from the nationwide lockdowns caused by the coronavirus pandemic has produced the
largest decline in Non-Farm Payrolls in history with over 20 million jobs lost in the month of April. With the vast majority of the service sector closed
for the month due to the virus, retail sales showed a similar historic decline of over 16%. The economic damage to personal and corporate balance
sheets cannot be underestimated as states look for ways to safely re-open schools and businesses so that people can return to work. Most market
participants expect demand to pick up slowly as many people are still wary of public interaction without a viable vaccine. Treasury yields remain
near historic lows as a result of continued Treasury purchases from the Federal Reserve as well as a negative outlook for the economy, at least
over the short run. May investment activity consisted of $7.5mm in return of mortgage principle, $25.7mm in security redemptions and $35mm in
purchases which took advantage of the yield advantage offered by the Local Government Investment Pools over other investment opportunities.

KEY ECONOMIC INDICATORS








ISM Manufacturing came in at 41.5 in April, well above expectations of 36.0.
Non-Farm Payrolls decreased by 20.5 million in April which was slightly better than expectations of a 21.5 million decline.
Average hourly earnings were up 7.9% in April. This was above expectations of a 3.3% increase.
Producer prices ex-food and energy, year over year rose 0.6% in April below expectations of a 0.8% increase.
Retail sales ex auto and gas were down 16.2% in April which was much worse than expectations of a 7.6% decline.
Existing home sales fell by 17.8% in April. This was above expectations of a 19.9% decline.
ISM Non-Manufacturing Index beat expectations in April, coming in at 41.8 versus expectations of a 38.

NEWS and EVENTS
 The U.S. budget deficit widened to a record $1.935 trillion in the 12 months through April, amid government crisis spending, tax cuts and a
revenue drop.
 States are expected to ask the government to repay them at least an estimated $45 billion spent fighting the coronavirus, with Trump likely to
decide whether their costs will be covered in full.
 U.S. government bond yields have stalled near all-time lows, a sign some investors are anticipating a difficult economic recovery.
 Lockdowns in parts of the U.S. eased further as confirmed coronavirus infections world-wide surpassed five million.
 U.S. consumers spent significantly less and saved more as they weathered the pandemic and lockdowns in April, with recent signs suggesting
damage from the crisis is starting to ease.

PORTFOLIO COMPOSITION

YIELD COMPARISON

PORTFOLIO STATISTICS

December
Portfolio at Cost
Plus Cash

$1,105,438,884

January

February

$1,098,306,023

March

$1,090,118,628

$1,076,639,204

April
$1,062,278,960

May
$1,058,168,026

Yield to Worst
with cash

1.94%

1.84%

1.61%

1.15%

0.77%

0.70%

Yield to Worst
without cash

1.99%

1.85%

1.60%

1.14%

0.78%

0.72%

$ 1,886,664

$ 1,713,978

$ 1,657,098

$ 1,976,243

$ 1,260,802

$ 965,152

Interest Received
(Cash Basis)
Interest Received
Fiscal Year to
Date

$ 12,609,493

Portfolio at cost represents unamortized book value

SHOCK ANALYSIS
The portfolio shock analysis is a proactive risk management tool, utilized to evaluate how Sarasota County’s current portfolio would react to certain defined interest rate scenarios. This
tool enables us to monitor the county’s interest rate risk exposure to ensure it is aligned with the requirements of the investment policy. The table below presents the base scenario on how the
portfolio is performing in the current interest rate
Down
50 Basis Points

Down
25 Basis Points

Base

Up
25 Basis Points

Up
50 Basis Points

Book Value plus
cash

$1,058,168,026

$1,058,168,026

$1,058,168,026

$1,058,168,026

$1,058,168,026

Market Value

$1,077,460,272

$1,075,187,249

$1,072,952,743

$1,070,648,161

$1,068,310,108

Change in Market
Value

$4,507,529

$2,234,506

$0

-$2,304,582

-$4,642,635

Gain/(loss) BV
unrealized

$19,292,246

$17,019,224

$14,784,717

$12,480,135

$10,142,082

Market price

$101.76

$101.53

$101.31

$101.08

$100.86

Yield to Worst

0.40

0.55

0.70

0.85

1.00

WAL

1.40

1.43

1.47

1.57

1.68

Effective Duration

0.95

0.95

0.95

0.98

1.02

CASH FLOW FORECAST
The cash flow forecast chart is a graphical representation of the annual projected cash flows of the County’s investment portfolio resulting from
expected investment maturities, calls and mortgage prepayments. Policy guidelines allow for adjustable mortgages that have longer maturities
since the coupon changes based on interest rate movements. This management tool is utilized to evaluate portfolio liquidity, to make sure there is
sufficient cash on hand to meet day-to-day expenses, and optimize reinvestment of excess funds.
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SARASOTA COUNTY, FLORIDA

MONTHLY INVESTMENT REPORT

April 2020

Prepared by Karen E. Rushing, Clerk of the Circuit Court and County Comptroller
Summary of Investment Strategy: Following the Federal Reserve Open Market Committee meeting at the end of April, the Fed’s unanimous
decision was to keep the Fed funds rate at 0% to .25%. The committee members have expressed various opinions on negative rates and seem to
be in agreement, at least for now, that negative rates in the U.S. will not be necessary. The market, however, is not so sure with futures pricing in
negative rates by December of this year. The economic shock brought on by the coronavirus has begun to show up in the employment data with
over 33 million people filing for unemployment benefits so far. This is out of a workforce in the U.S. of approximately 156 million. Given the delays
in processing claims, this number is expected to grow. Given the size of the government’s response to the pandemic, the Treasury is expected to
issue $4.5 trillion in additional securities to cover the cost of the various government stimulus packages. April investment activity consisted of
$8.7mm in return of mortgage principle, $70.9mm in security redemptions, $75mm in purchases with an average yield of 1.01% and 2.5yr maturity.

KEY ECONOMIC INDICATORS








ISM Manufacturing came in at 49.1 in March, well above expectations of 44.5.
Non-Farm Payrolls decreased by 701k in March which was much worse than expectations of a 100k decline.
Average hourly earnings were up 0.4% in March. This was above expectations of a 0.2% increase.
Producer prices ex-food and energy, year over year rose 1.4% in March above expectations of a 1.2% increase.
Retail sales ex auto and gas were down 3.1% in March which was above expectations of a 5.2% decline.
Existing home sales fell by 8.5% in March. This was above expectations of a 9% decline.
ISM Non-Manufacturing Index beat expectations in March, coming in at 52.5 versus expectations of a 43.

NEWS and EVENTS
 U.S. employers shed more jobs in March than in any month since the 2007-09 recession, inflicting damage to the labor market that economists
say dwarfs the most significant downturns of the post-World War II era.
 At least one-quarter of the U.S. economy has suddenly gone idle amid the coronavirus pandemic, an analysis conducted for the Wall Street
Journal shows, an unprecedented shutdown of commerce that economists said has never occurred on such a wide scale.
 The U.S. government was on track for its worst fiscal year since 2012, even before the effects of the pandemic had been felt.
 U.S. oil futures plunged below $0 for the first time, a chaotic demonstration of the dwindling capacity to store all the crude that the world’s
stalled economy would otherwise be using.
 Consumer spending in the U.S. posted its steepest monthly decline in records tracing back to 1959, falling 7.5% in March.

PORTFOLIO COMPOSITION

YIELD COMPARISON

PORTFOLIO STATISTICS

November
Portfolio at Cost
Plus Cash

$898,226,186

December

January

$1,105,438,884

February

$1,098,306,023

$1,090,118,628

March
$1,076,639,204

April
$1,062,278,960

Yield to Worst
with cash

1.97%

1.94%

1.84%

1.61%

1.15%

0.77%

Yield to Worst
without cash

2.03%

1.99%

1.85%

1.60%

1.14%

0.78%

$ 1,530,931

$ 1,886,664

$ 1,713,978

$ 1,657,098

$ 1,976,243

$ 1,260,801.68

Interest Received
(Cash Basis)
Interest Received
Fiscal Year to
Date

$ 11,644,341

Portfolio at cost represents unamortized book value

SHOCK ANALYSIS
The portfolio shock analysis is a proactive risk management tool, utilized to evaluate how Sarasota County’s current portfolio would react to certain defined interest rate scenarios. This
tool enables us to monitor the county’s interest rate risk exposure to ensure it is aligned with the requirements of the investment policy. The table below presents the base scenario on how the
portfolio is performing in the current interest rate
Down
Down
Up
Up
Base
50 Basis Points
25 Basis Points
50 Basis Points
25 Basis Points
Book Value plus
cash

$1,062,278,960

$1,062,278,960

$1,062,278,960

$1,062,278,960

$1,062,278,960

Market Value

$1,080,497,977

$1,079,185,707

$1,076,329,472

$1,074,982,464

$1,072,669,522

$4,168,505

$2,856,235

$0

-$1,347,008

-$3,659,950

$18,219,017

$16,906,747

$14,050,512

$12,703,505

$10,390,562

Market price

$101.70

$101.57

$101.37

$101.15

$100.93

Yield to Worst

0.71

0.73

0.77

0.80

0.84

WAL

1.31

1.34

1.37

1.46

1.49

Effective Duration

0.64

0.67

0.72

0.83

0.99

Change in Market
Value
Gain/(loss) BV
unrealized

CASH FLOW FORECAST
The cash flow forecast chart is a graphical representation of the annual projected cash flows of the County’s investment portfolio resulting from
expected investment maturities, calls and mortgage prepayments. Policy guidelines allow for adjustable mortgages that have longer maturities
since the coupon changes based on interest rate movements. This management tool is utilized to evaluate portfolio liquidity, to make sure there is
sufficient cash on hand to meet day-to-day expenses, and optimize reinvestment of excess funds.

Sarasota County Clerk of the Circuit Court and County Comptroller  Finance Department
1660 Ringling Boulevard, Sarasota, FL 34230  www.SarasotaClerk.com

SARASOTA COUNTY, FLORIDA

MONTHLY INVESTMENT REPORT

March 2020

Prepared by Karen E. Rushing, Clerk of the Circuit Court and County Comptroller
Summary of Investment Strategy: The Federal Reserve Open Market Committee, following 2 emergency meetings prior to its scheduled meeting
in March, lowered the Fed Funds rate to its lowest level 0% to .25%. The Fed’s action combined with a rapid flight to quality led yields across the
treasury curve to hit historic lows. The committee members felt the need to act as aggressively as possible to try and offset the economic shock
brought on by the coronavirus and the resulting shutdown of most of the U.S. economy. In addition, the Fed agreed to support several types of
short term instruments in order to insure the proper operation of the short term funding markets. Following the Fed’s action, congress also acted
swiftly to pass a $2.5 trillion dollar economic stimulus package that will aid businesses both small and large as well as issue checks to a large
number of workers who have lost their incomes due to the shutdown. Available cash in the portfolio is being used to purchase Agency securities in
the 3 to 5-year portion of the curve in order to extend portfolio duration and to take advantage of the yield over Treasury securities.

KEY ECONOMIC INDICATORS








ISM Manufacturing came in at 50.1 in February, just below expectations of 50.5.
Non-Farm Payrolls increased by 273k in February which was well above expectations of a 175k increase.
Average hourly earnings were up 0.3% in February. This was in line with expectations.
Producer prices ex-food and energy, year over year rose 1.4% in February below expectations of a 1.7% increase.
Retail sales ex auto and gas were down 0.2% in February which was well below expectations of a 0.3% increase.
Existing home sales rose by 6.5% in February. This was well above expectations of a 0.9% increase.
ISM Non-Manufacturing Index beat expectations in February, coming in at 57.3 versus expectations of a 54.8.

NEWS and EVENTS
 A record 6.6 million Americans applied for unemployment benefits last week as the coronavirus struck the U.S. economy and sent a recently
booming labor market into free fall.
 Trump signed a roughly $2 trillion economic rescue package into law hours after House lawmakers hustled back to the Capitol to approve the
aggressive response to the coronavirus pandemic.
 The U.S. budget deficit totaled $625 billion in the first five months of this fiscal year, 15% increase over the same period in 2019.
 Businesses are bracing for a longer and steeper coronavirus-triggered downturn than the single-quarter event initially anticipated.
 The coronavirus has created the biggest challenge for the global airline industry since 9/11.
 Public and private schools are closed for nearly 30 million children across the U.S. more than half of the nation’s school enrollment.

PORTFOLIO COMPOSITION

YIELD COMPARISON

PORTFOLIO STATISTICS

Portfolio at Cost
Plus Cash

October

November

December

$899,296,178

$898,226,186

January

$1,105,438,884

$1,098,306,023

February
$1,090,118,628

March
$1,076,639,204

Yield to Worst
with cash

2.05%

1.97%

1.94%

1.84%

1.61%

1.15%

Yield to Worst
without cash

2.08%

2.03%

1.99%

1.85%

1.60%

1.14%

$ 1,618,625

$ 1,530,931

$ 1,886,664

$ 1,713,978

$ 1,657,098

$ 1,976,243

Interest Received
(Cash Basis)
Interest Received
Fiscal Year to
Date

$ 10,383,539

Portfolio at cost represents unamortized book value

SHOCK ANALYSIS
The portfolio shock analysis is a proactive risk management tool, utilized to evaluate how Sarasota County’s current portfolio would react to certain defined interest rate scenarios. This
tool enables us to monitor the county’s interest rate risk exposure to ensure it is aligned with the requirements of the investment policy. The table below presents the base scenario on how the
portfolio is performing in the current interest rate
Down
Down
Up
Up
Base
50 Basis Points
25 Basis Points
50 Basis Points
25 Basis Points
Book Value plus
cash

$1,076,639,204

$1,076,639,204

$1,076,639,204

$1,076,639,204

$1,076,639,204

Market Value

$1,093,092,880

$1,091,215,727

$1,089,338,623

$1,086,737,806

$1,084,137,038

$3,754,257

$1,877,104

$0

-$2,600,818

-$5,201,585

$16,453,676

$14,576,523

$12,699,419

$10,098,602

$7,497,834

Market price

$101.48

$101.30

$101.12

$100.87

$100.62

Yield to Worst

0.93

0.96

1.15

1.39

1.56

WAL

1.68

1.68

1.69

2.36

2.42

Effective Duration

0.06

0.52

1.07

1.36

1.47

Change in Market
Value
Gain/(loss) BV
unrealized

CASH FLOW FORECAST
The cash flow forecast chart is a graphical representation of the annual projected cash flows of the County’s investment portfolio resulting from
expected investment maturities, calls and mortgage prepayments. Policy guidelines allow for adjustable mortgages that have longer maturities
since the coupon changes based on interest rate movements. This management tool is utilized to evaluate portfolio liquidity, to make sure there is
sufficient cash on hand to meet day-to-day expenses, and optimize reinvestment of excess funds.

Sarasota County Clerk of the Circuit Court and County Comptroller  Finance Department
1660 Ringling Boulevard, Sarasota, FL 34230  www.SarasotaClerk.com

SARASOTA COUNTY, FLORIDA

MONTHLY INVESTMENT REPORT

February 2020

Prepared by Karen E. Rushing, Clerk of the Circuit Court and County Comptroller
Summary of Investment Strategy: The Federal Reserve Open Market Committee did not officially meet in February but did hold a press
conference to discuss their thoughts concerning the spread of the Corona virus. Fed Chairman Powell remained steadfast in his assessment of the
U.S. economy as being strong and committed to remain vigilant in monitoring economic conditions related to the virus in China, Europe and here in
the U.S. Currently, the virus has had a profound effect on market participants expectations for the odds of a recession in Europe and in the United
States. Travel to and from countries with a significant outbreak has been curtailed or halted all together. Available cash in the portfolio is being used
to purchase Agency securities in the 3 to 5-year portion of the curve in order to extend portfolio duration and to take advantage of the yield over
Treasury securities. As of month end, the 1 month Bill yields a 1.39% with the 5 year yielding a 0.93%. Monthly investment activity: $20mm in
maturities and redemptions and $60mm in purchases.

KEY ECONOMIC INDICATORS








ISM Manufacturing rebounded nicely in January coming in above expectations at a 50.9.
Non-Farm Payrolls increased by 225k in January which was well above expectations of a 165k increase.
Average hourly earnings were up 0.2% in January. Expectations were for a 0.3% increase.
Producer prices ex-food and energy, year over year rose 1.7% in January well above expectations of a 1.3% increase.
Retail sales ex auto and gas were up 0.4% in January which was slightly above expectations of a 0.3% increase.
Existing home sales fell by 1.3% in January. This was better than expectations of a 1.8% decline.
ISM Non-Manufacturing Index beat expectations in January, coming in at 55.5 versus expectations of a 55.1.

NEWS and EVENTS
 The spread of the Coronavirus world-wide has intensified efforts to prepare for a U.S. outbreak, with hospitals straining to increase capacity to
handle an influx of contagious patients, and local governments mulling closures as a precaution.
 Some U.S. firms say they could lose as much as half their annual revenue from China if the viral epidemic extends through the summer.
 U.S. hiring strengthened in January as more Americans hopped into the labor market. Employers added 225,000 jobs, while wages climbed
3.1% from a year earlier.
 The number of deaths from the coronavirus outbreak exceeded 800 surpassing those of the SARS epidemic nearly two decades ago.
 The U.S. government and the Afghan Taliban have agreed to the first step of a peace deal, a senior Trump administration official said, a major
milestone after months of talks.

PORTFOLIO COMPOSITION

YIELD COMPARISON

PORTFOLIO STATISTICS

September
Portfolio at Cost
Plus Cash

$917,054,144

October

November

$899,296,178

December

$898,226,186

$1,105,438,884

January
$1,098,306,023

February
$1,090,118,628

Yield to Worst
with cash

2.19%

2.05%

1.97%

1.94%

1.84%

1.58%

Yield to Worst
without cash

2.21%

2.08%

2.03%

1.99%

1.85%

1.60%

$ 2,045,024

$ 1,618,625

$ 1,530,931

$ 1,886,664

$ 1,713,978

$ 1,657,098

Interest Received
(Cash Basis)
Interest Received
Fiscal Year to
Date

$ 8,407,296

Portfolio at cost represents unamortized book value

SHOCK ANALYSIS
The portfolio shock analysis is a proactive risk management tool, utilized to evaluate how Sarasota County’s current portfolio would react to certain defined interest rate scenarios. This
tool enables us to monitor the county’s interest rate risk exposure to ensure it is aligned with the requirements of the investment policy. The table below presents the base scenario on how the
portfolio is performing in the current interest rate
Down
25 Basis Points

Base

Book Value plus
cash

Down
50 Basis Points

Up
25 Basis Points

Up
50 Basis Points

$1,090,118,628

$1,090,118,628

$1,090,118,628

$1,090,118,628

$1,090,118,628

Market Value

$1,096,098,418

$1,093,794,533

$1,091,270,494

$1,087,853,852

$1,084,386,072

$4,827,925

$2,524,039

$0

-$3,416,641

-$6,884,422

$5,979,791

$3,675,905

$1,151,866

-$2,264,776

-$5,732,556

Market price

$101.40

$101.17

$100.93

$100.61

$100.29

Yield to Worst

1.14

1.32

1.58

1.80

1.96

WAL

1.67

1.68

1.73

2.50

2.52

Effective Duration

0.88

0.92

1.12

1.30

1.35

Change in Market
Value
Gain/(loss) BV
unrealized

CASH FLOW FORECAST
The cash flow forecast chart is a graphical representation of the annual projected cash flows of the County’s investment portfolio resulting from
expected investment maturities, calls and mortgage prepayments. Policy guidelines allow for adjustable mortgages that have longer maturities
since the coupon changes based on interest rate movements. This management tool is utilized to evaluate portfolio liquidity, to make sure there is
sufficient cash on hand to meet day-to-day expenses, and optimize reinvestment of excess funds.

Sarasota County Clerk of the Circuit Court and County Comptroller  Finance Department
1660 Ringling Boulevard, Sarasota, FL 34230  www.SarasotaClerk.com

SARASOTA COUNTY, FLORIDA

MONTHLY INVESTMENT REPORT

January 2020

Prepared by Karen E. Rushing, Clerk of the Circuit Court and County Comptroller
Summary of Investment Strategy: Following the Federal Reserve Open Market Committee meeting held in January, the Fed decided that the
current Funds rate was appropriate given their outlook for the U.S. and the global economy. Currently, the target for the Fed Funds Rate remains
between 1.50% and 1.75. In its statement, the Fed highlighted the strength in the labor markets and the moderate rise in economic activity as
justification for no change in policy. Countering these strengths, the Fed again cited the weakness in business fixed investment and in exports as
risks to the domestic economy. The Fed did not address the possible effects of the Corona Virus on the economy, but mentioned it during the press
conference. Available cash in the portfolio is being used to purchase Agency securities in the 3 to 5-year portion of the curve in order to extend
portfolio duration and to take advantage of the yield over Treasury securities. As of month end, the 1 month Bill yields a 1.44% with the 5 year
yielding a 1.31%. Monthly investment activity: $68mm in maturities and redemptions and $145mm in purchases with an average yield of 1.88%.

KEY ECONOMIC INDICATORS








ISM Manufacturing contracted further in December coming in below expectations at a 47.2.
Non-Farm Payrolls increased by 145k in December which was below expectations of a 160k increase.
Average hourly earnings were up 0.1% in December. Expectations were for a 0.3% increase.
Producer prices ex-food and energy, year over year rose 1.1% in December.
Retail sales ex auto and gas were up 0.5% in December which was slightly above expectations of a 0.4% increase.
Existing home sales rose by 3.6% in December. This was better than expectations of a 1.5% increase.
ISM Non-Manufacturing Index beat expectations in December, coming in at 55.0 versus expectations of a 54.5.

NEWS and EVENTS
 The WHO declared the coronavirus outbreak a public-health emergency of international concern. The first person-to-person transmission of the
virus was reported in the U.S.
 The impeachment trial of President Trump on charges of abuse of power and obstruction of Congress opened in the Senate with the reading of
the articles and the swearing-in of senators.
 The U.S. national debt and sustained federal budget deficits will hit the highest levels since WW II over the next decade, the CBO projected.
 The U.S. economy headed into 2020 on a solid footing, with growth settling at the roughly 2% pace that has prevailed during the decade old
economic expansion.
 The global economy is poised for a modest rebound in 2020, following a year in which it notched the weakest growth since the financial crisis.

PORTFOLIO COMPOSITION

YIELD COMPARISON

PORTFOLIO STATISTICS

August
Portfolio at Cost
Plus Cash

$973,185,368

September

October

$917,054,144

November

$899,296,178

$898,226,186

December
$1,105,438,884

January
$1,098,306,023

Yield to Worst
with cash

2.14%

2.19%

2.05%

1.97%

1.94%

1.84%

Yield to Worst
without cash

2.18%

2.21%

2.08%

2.03%

1.99%

1.85%

$ 2,112,528

$ 2,045,024

$ 1,618,625

$ 1,530,931

$ 1,886,664

$ 1,713,978

Interest Received
(Cash Basis)
Interest Received
Fiscal Year to
Date

$ 6,750,198

Portfolio at cost represents unamortized book value

SHOCK ANALYSIS
The portfolio shock analysis is a proactive risk management tool, utilized to evaluate how Sarasota County’s current portfolio would react to certain defined interest rate scenarios. This
tool enables us to monitor the county’s interest rate risk exposure to ensure it is aligned with the requirements of the investment policy. The table below presents the base scenario on how the
portfolio is performing in the current interest rate
Down
Down
Up
Up
Base
50 Basis Points
25 Basis Points
25 Basis Points
50 Basis Points
Book Value plus
cash

$1,098,306,023

$1,098,306,023

$1,098,306,023

$1,098,306,023

$1,098,306,023

Market Value

$1,113,428,404

$1,110,883,700

$1,107,925,254

$1,104,827,762

$1,101,244,451

$5,503,150

$2,958,446

$0

-$3,097,492

-$6,680,803

$15,122,381

$12,577,677

$9,619,231

$6,521,738

$2,938,427

Market price

$101.07

$100.83

$100.57

$100.28

$99.96

Yield to Worst

1.35

1.55

1.84

2.01

2.16

WAL

1.68

1.70

1.83

2.52

2.55

Effective Duration

0.90

0.98

1.11

1.25

1.38

Change in Market
Value
Gain/(loss) BV
unrealized

CASH FLOW FORECAST
The cash flow forecast chart is a graphical representation of the annual projected cash flows of the County’s investment portfolio resulting from
expected investment maturities, calls and mortgage prepayments. Policy guidelines allow for adjustable mortgages that have longer maturities
since the coupon changes based on interest rate movements. This management tool is utilized to evaluate portfolio liquidity, to make sure there is
sufficient cash on hand to meet day-to-day expenses, and optimize reinvestment of excess funds.

Sarasota County Clerk of the Circuit Court and County Comptroller  Finance Department
1660 Ringling Boulevard, Sarasota, FL 34230  www.SarasotaClerk.com

SARASOTA COUNTY, FLORIDA

MONTHLY INVESTMENT REPORT

December 2019

Prepared by Karen E. Rushing, Clerk of the Circuit Court and County Comptroller
Summary of Investment Strategy: Following the Federal Reserve Open Market Committee meeting held in December, the Fed decided that the
current Funds rate was appropriate given their outlook for the U.S. and the global economy. Currently, the target for the Fed Funds Rate remains
between 1.50% and 1.75. In its statement, the Fed highlighted the strength in the labor markets, the moderate rise in economic activity and the
strength in household spending as justification for no change in policy. Countering these strengths, the Fed again cited the weakness in business
fixed investment and in exports as risks to the domestic economy. Available cash in the portfolio is being used to purchase Government securities
in the 5-year portion of the curve in order to extend portfolio duration and to take advantage of potential price performance from the decline in
interest rates. As of month end, the 1 month Bill yields a 1.47% with the 5 year yielding a 1.69%. Monthly investment activity: $10mm in maturities
and redemptions and $80mm in purchases.

KEY ECONOMIC INDICATORS








ISM Manufacturing contracted further in November coming in below expectations at a 48.1.
Non-Farm Payrolls increased by 266k in November which was solidly above expectations of an180k increase.
Personal Income rose 0.5% in November after remaining flat in October. Expectations were for a 0.3% increase.
Producer prices ex-food and energy, year over year rose 1.3% in November.
Retail sales ex auto and gas were flat in November which was below expectations of a 0.4% increase.
Existing home sales fell by 1.7% in November. This was slightly worse than expectations of a 0.4% decline.
ISM Non-Manufacturing Index did not beat expectations in November, coming in at 53.9 versus expectations of a 54.5.

NEWS and EVENTS
 The U.S. job market strengthened in November as hiring jumped and unemployment fell to a half-century low, adding fuel to the economic
expansion. Employers added 266,000 jobs.
 Fed officials held rates steady and signaled no appetite for raising them anytime soon, indicating comfort with leaving monetary policy on hold
through next year.
 The House voted 385-41 to approve Trump’s amended North American trade pact, Senate passage is expected in early 2020.
 The Trump administration is considering a significant expansion of the U.S. military footprint in the Middle East, including dozens more ships
and as many as 14,000 additional troops to counter Iran.
 Sweden’s central bank, one of the pioneers in wielding negative interest rates, became the first to end that policy.

PORTFOLIO COMPOSITION

YIELD COMPARISON

PORTFOLIO STATISTICS

July
Portfolio at Cost
Plus Cash

$978,353,687

August

September

$973,185,368

October

$917,054,144

$899,296,178

November
$898,226,186

December
$1,105,438,884

Yield to Worst
with cash

2.32%

2.14%

2.19%

2.05%

1.97%

1.94%

Yield to Worst
without cash

2.33%

2.18%

2.21%

2.08%

2.03%

1.99%

$ 2,149,213

$ 2,112,528

$ 2,045,024

$ 1,618,625

$ 1,530,931

$ 1,886,664

Interest Received
(Cash Basis)
Interest Received
Fiscal Year to
Date

$ 5,036,220

Portfolio at cost represents unamortized book value

SHOCK ANALYSIS
The portfolio shock analysis is a proactive risk management tool, utilized to evaluate how Sarasota County’s current portfolio would react to certain defined interest rate scenarios. This
tool enables us to monitor the county’s interest rate risk exposure to ensure it is aligned with the requirements of the investment policy. The table below presents the base scenario on how the
portfolio is performing in the current interest rate
Down
50 Basis Points

Down
25 Basis Points

Base

Up
25 Basis Points

Up
50 Basis Points

Book Value plus
cash

$1,105,438,884

$1,105,438,884

$1,105,438,884

$1,105,438,884

$1,105,438,884

Market Value

$1,114,727,678

$1,112,551,967

$1,110,002,136

$1,107,415,346

$1,104,444,040

Change in Market
Value

$4,725,542

$2,549,831

$0

-$2,586,790

-$5,558,096

Gain/(loss) BV
unrealized

$9,288,794

$7,113,084

$4,563,252

$1,976,462

-$994,844

Market price

$100.79

$100.59

$100.37

$100.12

$99.85

Yield to Worst

1.37

1.63

1.94

2.15

2.36

WAL

1.58

1.60

2.05

2.13

2.16

Effective Duration

0.80

0.87

0.97

1.07

1.15

CASH FLOW FORECAST
The cash flow forecast chart is a graphical representation of the annual projected cash flows of the County’s investment portfolio resulting from
expected investment maturities, calls and mortgage prepayments. Policy guidelines allow for adjustable mortgages that have longer maturities
since the coupon changes based on interest rate movements. This management tool is utilized to evaluate portfolio liquidity, to make sure there is
sufficient cash on hand to meet day-to-day expenses, and optimize reinvestment of excess funds.

Sarasota County Clerk of the Circuit Court and County Comptroller  Finance Department
1660 Ringling Boulevard, Sarasota, FL 34230  www.SarasotaClerk.com

SARASOTA COUNTY, FLORIDA

MONTHLY INVESTMENT REPORT

November 2019

Prepared by Karen E. Rushing, Clerk of the Circuit Court and County Comptroller
Summary of Investment Strategy: The Federal Reserve Open Market Committee took a break in November with no meeting scheduled.
Currently, the target for the Fed Funds Rate remains between 1.50% and 1.75%. Following October’s Fed statement, most investors viewed the
Fed’s comments to indicate that they will be on hold for the rest of 2019. The yield curve has flattened somewhat in November as longer term yields
have fallen while the short end of the yield curve remains stable. As of month end, there is just a 9 basis point difference in yield from the 1-month
to the 5-year Treasury. Available cash in the portfolio is being used to purchase Government securities in the 5-year portion of the curve in order to
extend portfolio duration and to take advantage of price performance from the decline in interest rates. As of month end, the 1 month Bill yields a
1.54% with the 5 year yielding a 1.63%. Monthly investment activity: $40mm in maturities and redemptions and $26mm in purchases with a
weighted average yield of 1.89%.

KEY ECONOMIC INDICATORS








ISM Manufacturing contracted further in October coming in below expectations at a 48.3.
Non-Farm Payrolls increased by 128k in October, above expectations of an 85k increase.
Durable goods orders fell by 1.2% in October following a drop of 1.1% in September.
Producer prices ex food and energy, year over year rose 1.6% in October.
Retail sales ex auto and gas rose 0.1% in October about in line with expectations of a 0.3% increase.
Existing home sales rose by 1.9% in October this was in line with expectations of a 2.0% Increase.
ISM Non-Manufacturing Index beat expectations in October, coming in at 54.7 versus expectations of a 53.5.

NEWS and EVENTS
 Employment in the U.S. grew by a seasonally adjusted 128,000 Jobs in October, a solid performance that topped expectations.
 The U.S. collected a record $7 billion in import tariffs in September as new duties kicked in on apparel, tools, electronics and other consumer
goods from China.
 Business activity in the U.S., is showing signs of a pickup in late 2019, contrasting with more sluggish performances elsewhere.
 More borrowers are going underwater on car loans in an echo of how consumers treated houses during the last financial crisis.
 Trade talks between the U.S. and China have hit a snag over farm purchases, creating another obstacle to locking down a limited trade deal.
 U.S. imports of consumer goods fell sharply in September, the latest sign that slowing global growth might be spilling into the domestic
economy.

PORTFOLIO COMPOSITION

YIELD COMPARISON

PORTFOLIO STATISTICS

June
Portfolio at Cost
Plus Cash

$1,001,996,233

July

August

$978,353,687

September

October

November

$917,054,144

$899,296,178

$898,226,186

$973,185,368

Yield to Worst
with cash

2.31%

2.32%

2.14%

2.19%

2.05%

1.97%

Yield to Worst
without cash

2.35%

2.33%

2.18%

2.21%

2.08%

2.03%

$ 1,966,066

$ 2,149,213

$ 2,112,528

$ 2,045,024

$ 1,618,625

$ 1,530,931

Interest Received
(Cash Basis)
Interest Received
Fiscal Year to
Date

$ 3,149,556

Portfolio at cost represents unamortized book value

SHOCK ANALYSIS
The portfolio shock analysis is a proactive risk management tool, utilized to evaluate how Sarasota County’s current portfolio would react to certain
defined interest rate scenarios. This tool enables us to monitor the county’s interest rate risk exposure to ensure it is aligned with the requirements of the
investment policy. The table below presents the base scenario on how the portfolio is performing in the current interest rate

Down
50 Basis Points

Down
25 Basis Points

Base

Up
25 Basis Points

Up
50 Basis Points

Book Value plus
cash

$898,226,186

$898,226,186

$898,226,186

$898,226,186

$898,226,186

Market Value

$922,983,881

$921,119,025

$903,202,208

$917,022,132

$914,798,502

$19,781,674

$17,916,817

$0

$13,819,924

$11,596,295

$24,757,695

$22,892,839

$4,976,022

$18,795,946

$16,572,316

Market price

$100.99

$100.75

$100.51

$100.24

$99.97

Yield to Worst
WAL
Effective
Duration

2.54
1.92

2.42
1.95

1.97
2.19

1.96
2.25

2.01
2.30

0.96

1.02

1.04

1.12

1.18

Change in
Market Value
Gain/(loss) BV
unrealized

CASH FLOW FORECAST
The cash flow forecast chart is a graphical representation of the annual projected cash flows of the County’s investment portfolio resulting from
expected investment maturities, calls and mortgage prepayments. Policy guidelines allow for adjustable mortgages that have longer maturities
since the coupon changes based on interest rate movements. This management tool is utilized to evaluate portfolio liquidity, to make sure there is
sufficient cash on hand to meet day-to-day expenses, and optimize reinvestment of excess funds.
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SARASOTA COUNTY, FLORIDA

MONTHLY INVESTMENT REPORT

October 2019

Prepared by Karen E. Rushing, Clerk of the Circuit Court and County Comptroller

Summary of Investment Strategy: On October 30th, the Federal Reserve Open Market Committee decided to once again lower the Fed Funds
Rate by 25 basis points. Currently, the target for the Fed Funds Rate sits between 1.50% and 1.75%. The FOMC cited continued weakness in
exports as well as weakness in business fixed investment as factors which contributed to further easing of monetary policy. The Fed’s statement
also mentioned below target measures of inflation. Following the statement, most investors viewed the Fed’s comments to indicate that they will be
on hold following this latest reduction in the Funds Rate. The yield curve has steepened somewhat as longer term yields have risen while the short
end of the yield curve remains very flat. For now, shorter duration assets still offer a better risk adjusted yield advantage over longer duration
assets. As of month end, the 1 month Bill yields a 1.57% with the 5 year yielding a 1.52%. Monthly investment activity: $37mm in maturities and
redemptions and $25mm in purchases with a weighted average yield of 2.18%.

KEY ECONOMIC INDICATORS








ISM Manufacturing contracted further in September coming in below expectations at a 47.8.
Non-Farm Payrolls increased by 136k in September, above expectations of a 130k increase.
Durable goods orders fell by 1.1% in September following a 0.3% increase in August.
Producer prices ex food and energy, year over year rose 2.0% in September.
Retail sales ex auto and gas were flat at 0.0% in September about in line with expectations of a 0.1% increase.
Existing home sales fell by 2.2% in September this was well below expectations of a 0.7% decline.
ISM Non-Manufacturing Index failed to beat expectations in September, coming in at 52.6 versus expectations of a 55.

NEWS and EVENTS
 The global economy in 2019 is on course for its weakest year of growth since the financial crisis, according to new IMF estimates.
 The U.S. and China took an initial step to cement a trade deal, with Washington saying it would shelve a planned increase in tariffs, while
Beijing said it would increase purchases of U.S. agricultural goods.
 Business activity continued to slow around the world headed into the fall, with the U.S. showing signs of tepid growth.
 The New York Fed said the public’s longer-run inflation expectations last month hit the lowest level the bank has ever tracked.
 U.S. households increased spending headed into the fourth quarter, the Commerce Department said.
 Existing-home sales in the U.S. dropped 2.2%in September amid short supply and high prices.
 The Fed cut rates for the third time this year and signaled it wouldn’t reduce the further unless the economy slowed sharply.

PORTFOLIO COMPOSITION

YIELD COMPARISON

PORTFOLIO STATISTICS

May
Portfolio at Cost
Plus Cash

$1,013,773,031

June

July

$1,001,996,233

August

$978,353,687

$973,185,368

September
$917,054,144

October
$899,296,178

Yield to Worst
with cash

2.50%

2.31%

2.32%

2.14%

2.19%

2.05%

Yield to Worst
without cash

2.64%

2.35%

2.33%

2.18%

2.21%

2.08%

$ 1,643,680

$ 1,966,066

$ 2,149,213

$ 2,112,528

$ 2,045,024

$ 1,618,625

Interest Received
(Cash Basis)
Interest Received
Fiscal Year to
Date

$ 1,618,625

Portfolio at cost represents unamortized book value

SHOCK ANALYSIS
The portfolio shock analysis is a proactive risk management tool, utilized to evaluate how Sarasota County’s current portfolio would react to certain defined interest rate scenarios. This
tool enables us to monitor the county’s interest rate risk exposure to ensure it is aligned with the requirements of the investment policy. The table below presents the base scenario on how the
portfolio is performing in the current interest rate
Down
50 Basis Points

Down
25 Basis Points

Base

Up
25 Basis Points

Up
50 Basis Points

Book Value plus
cash

$897,689,198

$897,689,198

$897,689,198

$897,689,198

$897,689,198

Market Value

$906,862,099

$904,908,818

$902,156,487

$900,595,028

$898,258,559

$4,705,612

$2,752,331

$0

-$1,561,459

-$3,897,928

$9,172,901

$7,219,620

$4,467,289

$2,905,829

$569,361

Market price

$98.09

$97.86

$97.61

$97.36

$97.09

Yield to Worst

1.93

1.98

2.05

2.07

2.12

WAL

1.89

1.95

2.10

2.25

2.30

Effective Duration

0.89

0.95

1.01

1.07

1.13

Change in Market
Value
Gain/(loss) BV
unrealized

CASH FLOW FORECAST
The cash flow forecast chart is a graphical representation of the annual projected cash flows of the County’s investment portfolio resulting from
expected investment maturities, calls and mortgage prepayments. Policy guidelines allow for adjustable mortgages that have longer maturities
since the coupon changes based on interest rate movements. This management tool is utilized to evaluate portfolio liquidity, to make sure there is
sufficient cash on hand to meet day-to-day expenses, and optimize reinvestment of excess funds.
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